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Rated Outstanding simply by the American Association of School
LibrariesThis is the first book to be compiled by autistic college
students about the challenges they face. Aquamarine Blue 5 details the
struggle of the highly sensitive students and implies that there are
gifts specific to autistic learners that enrich the university system,
scholarship, and the globe all together.Dawn Prince-Hughes presents a
range of writings by learners who have been diagnosed with Asperger’s
Syndrome or High-Functioning Autism, showing their unique ways of
looking in and solving complications.Aquamarine Blue 5 is a showcase of
the strength and resilient character of individuals with Asperger’ It'll
be an invaluable source for all those touched by this syndrome, their
friends and households, and college administrators.and easily remedied—s
Syndrome. In their own terms, they portray how their divergent
considering skills could be place to great use if indeed they were given
an opportunity.factors, we lose these college students, who are as
gifted because they are challenged. Many such college students never get
the opportunity because the same sensitivity that provides them these
insights makes the flicker of fluorescent lights and the sound of chalk
on the board unbearable For simple—
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A must read if you work with, or live with, anyone on Autism spectrum
This book is a collection of unedited essays by university students with
Autism or Asperger's Syndrome. These are their tales, and, as the editor
makes apparent, she spent little time in editing them -- confining
herself essentially to grammar problems. The person who collected the
essays herself provides Asperger's and she felt it was important never
to "improve" on or adjust what these teenagers are saying to us. It is
incredibly enlightening and fascinating. Before surface crew verifies
that the ship's shield withstood a good nuclear warhead.The case studies
reported in Aquamarine Blue 5 think of the two Asberger's Syndrome
students I taught. Since the symptoms reported in Aquaramarine Blue 5
are more marked and troublesome than those experienced by my college
students, I think the Aquamarine Blue 5 case studies are specially
valuable. How many of us would completely lose our ability to do
keyboarding on our own familiar pc if the wall space in the area in
which it had been located were repainted a different color? The main
element word here's "unedited". "Normal" People who cope with autistics
are usually wanting to know what's it like for them in our society which
book helps it be clear how challenging it is. I have known such
university professors as academia appears to both draw them in and
nourish their mental requirements. The editor is herself autistic but
provides received her Ph.D. They offer what might best end up being
termed ethnographies or participant-observation research of the self for
Asberger's Syndrome and Great Functioning Autism students. Therefore,
the message is usually that autistic people can "make it" in "normal"
society but it is not easy. Her essay concludes the publication and
describes her own private journey to access where she is.When autism is
mentioned, the image that frequently arises is of the person who is non-
communicative, withdrawn to their own world as well as perhaps makes
noises or weird motions. But there is certainly another stereotype that
may come into play. This publication will give the reader many different
views on Autism and AS." in this stereotype the person is frequently so
engrossed in their affairs or research that they don't wear the latest
fashions, may have exclusive eating and hygiene practices, and are often
noticed meandering around with a dropped look on the faces.Just the
highest-functioning autistic people can make it to a university and that
population is the one that is addressed by this book. We might even be
able to work with our neurologically atypical associates to create best
use of the unusual features that sometimes are component and parcel of
their particular ways of coping with the globe. The last I heard he was
designing internet sites.So, there exists a place for high-working
autistic people in such areas. Areas where they can contribute
significantly to culture even if "normal" society considers them
strange. At one point he figured, since his mother was a heavy drinker,
he was most likely experiencing fetal alcohol syndrome. Job Troubles,
Asperger, highlighted in Aquamarine Blue 5, Dawn Prince-Hughes Among the



contributors to Aquamarine Blue 5, I know work is a not just a matter of
difficulty for people with Asperger syndrome, it really is frequently a
matter of sheer injustice. In every one of the stories, the elementary
and high school encounters are described as absolutely rotten. I wish I
possibly could have read a publication such as this ten years back. It
isn't hard to envision and even experience the sadness of these teens
because they are ostracized and picked upon because of their unique
habits and needs.Not all the tales have a happy ending. Many of the
essays in the publication show that a few of the autistic people retreat
into their own worlds and shut down from all of those other world. Also
though that is clearly a small portion of the essays given here, I
believe those essays most likely represent the majority of autistic
people who attempt university. Later, however, another solution does
work to eliminate the aliens from Earth. But, even considering that, it
was encouraging to learn about the occasionally heroic struggles that
these people proceeded to go through also to realize just how much they
achieved in a global and society that's not setup for them.That is a
good book to read if you are involved with autistic children and wonder
what will happen to them after they are at night stage where the state
and family try to focus on their every need. The learners with
Asberger's Syndrome had been by far the most capable, quickly
coordinating or surpassing the academic efficiency of the neurotypical
college students in my classes. He worked for a time with with a
government agency, but found the pace stressful.We recall being told by
faculty users and college students that he previously spent a great deal
of time trying to find out why his public skills were in some ways
uncommon and off-putting. Overwhelming to the brim of honesty and
sincerity, I'd recommend this book to anyone who's interested from a
neurotypical standpoint on what a person on the spectrum views and
handles college existence. Perhaps she really was as relaxed and
comfortable as she seemed. Ethnographies of the Self Before I retired
from the faculty of a mid-sized state university, I taught statistics,
research methods, and the sociology of schooling under the auspices of
the university's University of Education. During my twenty-three years
of teaching, I worked with a fairly large number of students who had
been labeled Learning Disabled, but just two who was simply diagnosed
with Asberger's Syndrome, one man and one female. It highlights one
desireable path they can consider in which they find yourself accepted
and even welcomed as productive components of society. My story does
have a content ending. The female student was a bit shy but not socially
awkward. The papers she wrote for my graduate class in research methods
were well-organized and carefully researched, however, not in a rigid or
unduly narrowly focused way. As such, he even more closely approximated
the learners offered in Aquamarine Blue 5. She had a low-key but quite
suitable way of responding with smiles and muted laughter to jokes,
typically lame types, informed my me or by her fellow learners. Once I



was an oppressed Caucasian guy.Now, however, having examine Aquamarine
Blue 5, I wonder just how much of her apparent equanimity might have
been due to a regular and taxing battle to normalize her behavior. Nice
perspective As an educator who works together with students on the
autism spectrum this gave me a different perspective when thinking about
preparing them for university and the community. Nonetheless it never
occurred if you ask me to consult, nor did I find it unusual that she
attended more carefully to the notes she was acquiring, searching down
at her notebook more than the other students. She was not noticeably
averse to eyes get in touch with, nor did she appear absorbed in reverie
unrelated to what was heading on in course. She was studious, a bit self-
contained, and paid close attention..In another section of the same
graduate study methods class, I had an Asberger's Syndrome student who
was working on a master's degree in public science. However, when a firm
analysis of Asberger's Syndrome was made by the University Health
Solutions, he was relieved, even joyful. She occasionally, in an
exceedingly soft-spoken way, participated in course discussions,
especially the ones that were off subject. In contrast to most of them,
however, he had taken quickly to tips about more suitable gown and
grooming, and he appeared to relax and become much less literal in his
speech when it was suggested that he do therefore and as he became more
acquainted with the faculty and college students. In Before It Acquired
a Name, Jacqueline Barry records her life-long have a problem with
bipolar disorder. He seemed to enjoy give and consider with the
instructor, and he knew and used inside jokes peculiar to the cultural
sciences. He was also aware that getting fifty pounds overweight
diminished his chances of being appealing to female students, a thing
that he wanted to be, and he sometimes lost substantial amounts of
weight, just to in short order gain it back again.As ethnographies of
the self, the case research reported in Aquamarine Blue 5 think of
another book written using the same technique. For that reason, this is
a recommended read. Today, many younger folks are identified as having
Asperger's syndrome who present such traits. Phenomenally insightful As
somebody who doesn't have Asperger's, I came across this publication to
be incredibly illuminating on what how a person who is on the autistic
spectrum handles everyday life, from the items we as "normal" people
wouldn't also blink twice at. A place where they are not seen as
irregular but are tolerated in a very fond method. I had met him the
summertime before, during a period when he typically made an appearance
disheveled, putting on shorts that appeared dangerously brief given his
corpulent body, and he was quite literal minded and formal.. This book
should be browse by anyone who's involved with anyone of the Autism
spectrum. You need to hear what these amazing folks have to let you
know! and can be a professor at a university. This is going to be of all
use to those planning to go into advanced schooling who should get a
better notion of what it'll be like and what circumstances they may



face, but will be of curiosity to anyone who loves reading about the
experiences of others. The only thing that disappointed me just a little
was that most of the contributors had been studying comparable courses
and had very similar experiences, so it didn't cover the wide range of
encounters I hoped it could, but it was an excellent read all the
same.If he previously an obsessive concern, it was anticipating having
the ability to secure work as a social scientist.In class, he was an
outspoken, sometimes almost raucous, leader of discussions of pertinent
material with that your other students weren't familiar. She provides
insights in to the experience of living with this disease that normally
simply would not be available. I think her approach is of even greater
value with Autism Spectrum Disorders, including Asberger's Syndrome,
because the symptoms are therefore varied and unusual in one person to
some other, and because they are often sharply at odds with the everyday
experience of those of us who are neurotypicals. How many of us can
imagine quantities and letters having intrinsic colours and textures?
Even though you have an interest in Autism or AS, read this book. The
within story of Autistic students in college This book contains in
regards to a dozen essays written by high-functioning autistic people
who have managed to get to the university degree of education.We learned
a great deal from reading Aquamarine Blue 5, and I want I had not been
so woefully ignorant when I had learners with Asberger's Syndrome. The
struggles they endured maintaining the appearance to be comfortable and
untroubled may have been tremendous. The essays they wrote may took much
more time and effort to complete than I ever suspected. With more
ethnographies of the self such as those reported in Aquamarine Blue 5,
instructors and others who work with individuals who have Autism
Spectrum Disorders may steadily do a more satisfactory job. This
stereotype also describes people who are on the autism spectrum. Great
book in Autism and Asperger Syndrome I will suggest that anyone that has
friends/relatves that has Autism or AS to read this reserve. This book
provides an insight into the globe of Autism and AS in adults. So much
is written about kids with Autism. This publication targets adults. This
book is certainly edited by Dawn Prince-Hughes, whom for me is a great
author. I read her book "Songs of the Gorilla Country" and that book was
a breath of oxygen. This getting "the absent-minded professor. I've
several preferred chapters. (Each chapter is certainly compiled by
different people, telling their own tale of what it is like to have
Autism). Some stories are short (3-4 pages) while others have become
detailed and long (20-30 pages). How a lot of us, when under stress, see
objects in our visible field become smaller but at the same time more
sharply focused? You won't become sorry!In this book, we hear the non-
public recollections of twelve college students concerning their roads
to get to a university and also graduate from it with degrees. The film
Independence Day strikes such a chord with me because at one stage, a
B-2 stealth bomber launches a thermonuclear stand-off missile at the



space ship over Houston. Except for General William Grey (Robert
Loggia), the armed service leaders are sure they nailed it. Wow. It is
aggravating to toss the best you possess at something like searching for
a job and complete adult community participation, like your pals from
university and graduate school, but to be limited from full
participation. Martin Luther King Jr. wasn't simply fighting African
American injustice. My preliminary response to the young girl was that
she experienced either been erroneously labeled as having Asberger's
Syndrome, or that her symptoms were naturally quite mild. And,
conversely, the majority of the essays represent the minority of the
people.For the most part, the authors of the extremely interesting
essays reported in Aquamarine Blue 5 seem too be further along the
Autism Spectrum Scale compared to the two Asberger's Syndrome students
whom I taught. I did so not reach use certain parts of my Asperger mind
for the precise occupational purposes of planning and executing clinical
tests or for multivariate analysis by computer. Which highlights how bad
their encounters are with the "regular" members of society. Finally he
knew what produced him distinctive. Really just a variation on the theme
presented by the various other students. This is a assortment of
writings by college / university students on the autistic spectrum,
talking about both their challenges and their gifts, aswell providing an
insight to their lives. As such, they alert us to the persistent and
arduous struggles, often skillfully concealed, endured by these learners
in trying to adjust to the neurotypical world. Again, I might have
completely skipped this when I judged my Asberger's syndrome students to
end up being well adjusted and comfy.
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